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The Young Bond Series, Book Three: Double or Die (A James
Bond Adventure)
BEFORE THE MAN BECAME THE LEGEND. BEFORE THE BOY BECAME THE MAN.
James Bond hits Hollywood . . . Lights. Camera. Murder. Young Bond is back - in his
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most action-packed, explosive adventure yet.

Blood Fever
This book provides an introduction to 24 iconic figures, real and fictional, that have
shaped the detective/mystery genre of popular literature. • Parallel chronologies
placing each of the book's 24 subjects in their historical/cultural context •
Individual selected bibliographies for each of the 24 figures plus a selected general
bibliography of critical sources treating the genre

The Dead
Official, original James Bond from a writer described by Len Deighton as a 'master
storyteller'. When the body of a mysterious woman is found to be carrying the
phone number of James Bond, Bond is called in by M to help the investigation. But
before he can even reach headquarters he is nearly run off the road in a highspeed motorway chase. Someone wants Bond dead. Then Bond discovers that the
woman was a member of a cult society known as "The Meek Ones", with murky
links to a wealthy arms dealer. Soon, hideous acts of terrorism begin to roll out
across Britain and Bond finds himself in a race against time to track down the
faceless criminal behind the horror
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Blood Fever
The Enemy is among us . . . First the sickness rotted the adults' minds. Then their
bodies. Now they stalk the streets of London, hunting human flesh. The Holloway
crew are survivors. They've fought their way across the city and made it to the
Natural History Museum alive--just barely. But their fight will never end while the
Enemy lives, unless there's another way. . . . The kids at the museum are looking
for a cure. All they need are medical supplies.To get them they must venture down
unfamiliar streets, where it isn't only crazed, hungry sickos who lurk in the
shadows. In this fifth terrifying entry in Charlie Higson's Enemy series, suddenly it's
not so clear who--or what--the enemy is.

Hurricane Gold
Following a treacherous rescue mission high in the freezing Alps, James Bond is
preparing for life back at Eton. But James is under surveillance; his every move is
being watched. He alone holds the clue to a sinister plot that will bring bloodshed
and carnage to his school - and his country. Forced to flee from Eton to Austria,
James must leave behind everything he knows, with only a beautiful - and
dangerous - girl by his side. Soon he is trapped in a deadly war of secrets and lies,
as a nightmare reunion with a bitter enemy plunges him once more into the face of
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death. Life for James Bond will never be the same again. Visit
betweenthelines.com.au - the destination for Young Adult books.

Double Or Die
Everything you ever wanted to know about the boy, who became the man, who
became the legend, now in paperback. Featuring a brand-new story by Charlie
Higson, The Young Bond Dossier is the complete and definitive guide to the world
and adventures of Young Bond. Packed with information - from in-depth character
profiles to the cars, the weapons and the exotic locations, plus facts, stats,
photographs, maps, and illustrations by Kev Walker - this book is both a must-have
for Young Bond fans and a perfect introduction to the megaselling series.

Young Bond: Heads You Die
The Young Bond Series, Book Two: Blood Fever (A James Bond
Adventure)
The sickness struck everyone sixteen and older. First it twisted their minds; next it
ravaged their bodies. Now the sickos roam the streets, crazed and hungry for
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young flesh. Ella's friends had told her that the country would be safer than the
city. They were wrong. Now they're dead and Ella's all alone--alone, that is, except
for her silent rescuer, Scarface. But she doesn't even know if he's a kid or a grownup. Back in London, Ed is determined to find Ella and keep his promise to Small
Sam that he will reunite sister and brother. But getting out of town has never been
more dangerous. It seems that every sicko in the country is coming from all
directions, almost as if they're being summoned to the capital. Will anything be
able to stop the invading horde?

Sure Fire
BEFORE THE MAN BECAME THE LEGEND. BEFORE THE BOY BECAME THE MAN. The
explosive action continues in Steve Cole's second Young Bond adventure . . .
James's Cuban holiday has become a nightmare mission to save an old friend from
a villain who has perfected 1,000 ways to kill. With corrupt cops and hired
assassins hot on his heels, James must travel through Havana and brave Caribbean
waters to stop a countdown to mass murder. Fates will be decided with the flip of a
coin. Heads or tails. Live or die. Books in the series 1: SHOOT TO KILL 2: HEADS
YOU DIE

Rebel Fire
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James Bond’s every move is being watched. He alone holds the clue to a sinister
plot that will bring bloodshed and carnage to his school…and his country. Forced to
flee from Eton to Austria, James must leave behind everything he knows, with only
a beautiful - and dangerous - girl by his side. Soon he is trapped in a deadly war of
secrets and lies, as a nightmare reunion with a bitter enemy throws him once more
into the path of death. With nowhere to run and no one to trust, James will have to
uncover the truth behind an evil plot before all is lost.

Blood Fever
Following his adventures in the Scottish Highlands, James Bond is back at Eton,
where he has joined the risk-taking Danger Society. Summer vacation is on the
horizon and James is looking forward to the school trip to the beautiful Italian island
of Sardinia, and the opportunity to spend some time with his reclusive cousin
Victor. But all is not as it appears. James soon discovers that the seemingly
peaceful island harbors some strange secrets. Before long, Victor’s house has been
ransacked and important pieces of artwork have been stolen. James learns that the
Millennaria—a ruthless Roman society long thought to be extinguished—is still
active. He suspects the impetuous millionaire Count Ugo Carnifex may be behind
it. But one of his teachers has been acting strangely as well…. As a young girl’s life
hangs in the balance, it’s up to James to uncover an intricate conspiracy that will
take him head-to-head with enemies more ruthless than he could have ever
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imagined.

By Royal Command
Official, original James Bond from a writer described by Len Deighton as a 'master
storyteller'. On holiday in Victoria, British Columbia, Bond becomes intrigued Lee
Fu-Chu, a half-Blackfoot, half-Chinese philanthropist who is known as "Brokenclaw"
because of a deformed hand. On his return to the UK Bond is tasked to investigate
the kidnapping of several scientists who have been working on a new submarine
detection system. It becomes clear that Brokenclaw is behind the kidnapping and
worse, he has a devastating plan to cause economic meltdown through the
collapse of the dollar. Bond has no choice but to enter his lair

The Young Bond Series:Book 5: By Royal Command (A James
Bond Adventure)
This thrilling prequel to the James Bond dynasty shows young James at boarding
school at Eton in the 1930's, where he spent his formative years. Acclaimed British
writer Charlie Higson, with the Ian Fleming Estate, writes an edge-of-your seat
thriller that brilliantly plants the seeds to show how young James learns the skills
that will eventually make him history's most formidable and suave super spy.
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Young Bond
James Bond has discovered danger. Now it's come looking for him. An Eton boy's
family disappears at sea. James uncovers a shadowy society operating in a hidden
corner of the school. And far from England, in the bandit-infested interior of
Sardinia, a sinister Italian count has built himself a mountain fortress. Is there a
connection? Young Bond is about to find out - and face a lethal group of villains
beneath the burning Mediterranean sun.

Shoot to Kill
The dark waters around a remote Scottish castle hold a sinister secret - one man
with a thirst for power will use it, whatever the cost. Silverfin must be stopped, and
there is only one boy who can do it. Bond. James Bond.

Silverfin
Young James Bond must take a series of dangerous gambles to decipher a code
that will save a kidnapped professor.

Young Bond: Strike Lightning
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Fourteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes knows that Amyus Crowe, his mysterious
American tutor, has some dark secrets. But he didn't expect to find John Wilkes
Booth, the notorious assassin, apparently alive and well in England—and Crowe
somehow mixed up in it. When no one will tell you the truth, sometimes you have
to risk all to discover it for yourself. And so begins an adventure that will take
Sherlock across the Atlantic, to the center of a deadly web—where a friend is in
peril and a defeated army threatens to rise again. Andrew Lane's exciting second
case for the teenage Sherlock leads the young detective to America, straight into
the heart of a shocking conspiracy.

By Royal Command
Following his adventures in the Scottish Highlands, James Bond is back at Eton,
where he has joined the risk-taking Danger Society. Summer vacation is on the
horizon and James is looking forward to the school trip to the beautiful Italian island
of Sardinia, and the opportunity to spend some time with his reclusive cousin
Victor. But all is not as it appears. James soon discovers that the seemingly
peaceful island harbors some strange secrets. Before long, Victor’s house has been
ransacked and important pieces of artwork have been stolen. James learns that the
Millennaria—a ruthless Roman society long thought to be extinguished—is still
active. He suspects the impetuous millionaire Count Ugo Carnifex may be behind
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it. But one of his teachers has been acting strangely as well…. As a young girl’s life
hangs in the balance, it’s up to James to uncover an intricate conspiracy that will
take him head-to-head with enemies more ruthless than he could have ever
imagined.

Scorpius
Since 2005, readers have traveled the world with a young man whose inquisitive
mind, determination, and thirst for adventure would set him on a course for
greatness. Now, see Young Bond in action for the very first time. There’s
something slithering in the dark waters around a Scottish castle. Something that
must be kept secret. Something deadly. One man with a thirst for power will use it,
whatever the cost. One boy stands in the way. His name is Bond. James Bond.

Full Whack
Since 2005, readers have traveled the world with a young man whose inquisitive
mind, determination, and thirst for adventure would set him on a course for
greatness. Now, see Young Bond in action for the very first time. There’s
something slithering in the dark waters around a Scottish castle. Something that
must be kept secret. Something deadly. One man with a thirst for power will use it,
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whatever the cost. One boy stands in the way. His name is Bond. James Bond.

The Young Bond Series, Book Five: By Royal Command (A
James Bond Adventure)
Molly Drummond is cursed: whenever a dog barks, she turns into a hare -- which
can make life quite dangerous So she does the sensible thing and attends a curselifting workshop, run by a local witch. There she meets other cursed creatures:
Innes, a kelpie; Beth, a dryad; Atacama, a sphinx; and a toad. But should they work
together to lift their various curses? Or are they better off on their own? And will
the crow-man, who draws on the energy of curses, destroy their chances to live a
normal life? By the author of the bestselling Fabled Beasts Chronicles series, this is
the dramatic first installment in the brand new, long-awaited Spellchasers trilogy.
Lari Don has once again created a world of brilliant magic, dark danger and
sparkling friendship which will enchant children of upper primary age. The
Beginner's Guide to Curses will be followed in spring 2017 by The Shapeshifter's
Guide to Running Away (book 2) and The Witch's Guide to Magical Combat (book 3)
in autumn 2017. Publication will be supported by a major marketing and promotion
campaign with Lari, across Scotland and the rest of the UK.

The Young Bond Series, Book Two: Blood Fever (A James Bond
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Adventure)
Kidnapping. Explosions. Murder. This is no ordinary weekend. But then, James Bond
is no ordinary boy/DIV In a north London cemetery, a professor is kidnapped at
gunpoint. Then, a suspicious letter crammed with cryptic clues arrives at Eton. To
decipher the deadly mystery, James Bond must take a series of dangerous
gambles. Once the code is cracked, he has just forty-eight hours to save the
professor from the dark forces that threaten to destroy them both. And if they can't
escape, it's not only their future under threat. It's the rest of the world'sDIV

The Young Bond Series, Book One: Silverfin (A James Bond
Adventure)
BEFORE THE MAN BECAME THE LEGEND. BEFORE THE BOY BECAME THE MAN.
James Bond is back again in Steve Cole's third thrilling Young Bond adventure.
When James stumbles upon a horrific sight, he knows things are not what they
seem. His school is determined to make him believe what happened was an
accident, but James believes what he saw was murder. The significance of the
events at school only come to light in the course of an adventure that takes James
across Europe and puts him within range of a warmongering villain. Has James got
what it takes to triumph over this man, the worst kind of enemy, who boasts a new
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kind of weapon? Books in the series: 1. SHOOT TO KILL 2. HEADS YOU DIE 3.
STRIKE LIGHTNING

Blood Fever
During a summer holiday in Italy, the teenage James Bond tangles with an
underground empire of criminals as he attempts the rescue of a kidnapped young
girl.

Silverfin
Future spy James Bond, a teenager in the 1930s, travels from hurricane-damaged
Mexico to Lagrimas Negras, a Caribbean island containing a deadly obstacle
course, as he tries to rescue two American children abducted by criminals.

King Of The Ants
THERE’S NO PLACE LIKE HOME—EVEN IF HOME IS WHERE THE DEAD LIVE It’s the
start of the fall semester, and a new crop of Acari and Trainees have descended on
the Isle of Night. Watcher training has intensified, and Drew has a new roommate
named Mei-Ling. But Mei-Ling harbors a dangerous secret that drove the vampires
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to abduct her against her will. Drew knows she shouldn’t get involved, but she
can’t seem to leave her roommate to fend for herself. Luckily, Drew has other
things on her mind—like vampire Carden. A blood bond to a brawny, eighteenthcentury Scottish bad boy tends to preoccupy a girl. And though she’s still figuring
out what this bond means, one thing has become clear: She craves him in a major
way. But then bodies start turning up on the island. All the evidence points to the
existence of a rogue vampire, and the sinister vampire Alcántara is gunning for
Carden, even though Drew has proof that Carden had nothing to do with the
murders. Now she has to find the true killer—without endangering Carden, MeiLing, or herself…

Blood Fever
There's something in the water at Loch Silverfin. Something deadly. Something
that must be kept secret It's James Bond's first day at Eton, and he's already met
his first enemy. This is the start of an adventure that will take him from the school
playing fields to the remote shores of Loch Silverfin.

The Fear
This prequel to the adventures of James Bond, 007, introduces us to the young
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James when he's just started boarding school in England and is about to become
involved in his first adventure.

Hurricane Gold
Spy and Espionage. James Bond has discovered danger. Now it's come looking for
him. An Eton boy's family disappears at sea. James uncovers a shadowy society
operating in a hidden corner of the school. And far from England, in the banditinfested interior of Sardinia, a sinister Italian count has built himself a mountain
fortress. Is there a connection? Young Bond is about to find out and face a lethal
group of villains beneath the burning Mediterranean sun.

Silverfin
A family disappears at sea. James uncovers a shadowy society operating in a
hidden corner of the school. In the bandit-infested interior of Sardinia, a sinister
Italian count has built himself a mountain fortress. Is there a connection?

Icons of Mystery and Crime Detection: From Sleuths to
Superheroes [2 volumes]
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Dennis 'The Menace' Pike, former wild man of Tottenham, is going grey and going
straight. Anyway, it was hard work being a yob- the birds, the brawls, the endless
beers- and he hasn't really got the energy any more for life on the edge. Then two
old faces turn up from the past- the Bishop brothers, Chas and Noel. Famously
inept, they were bad news then, and they haven't aged well. What's worse, they
need Pike's expertise on a scheme wealth distribution really- offloading one of the
old gang's ill-gotten millions. Robbing the robbers- now what's criminal about that?
Pike, still haunted by what happened one wreckless night all those years ago,
refuses to get involved. But old habits die hard, and when he suddenly finds his
bank account tampered with, Pike is drawn back into a world he spent ten years
escaping. Thug or mug, he is nevertheless forced to confront a man so
psychotically unhinged that his own youth seems like mere kids' stuff A slick, razorsharp novel, FULL WHACK is packed full of searing wit, scurrilous characters and
nefarious knock-about.

The Fallen
The sickness infected everyone sixteen and over, and no one escaped its terror.
Now kids all over London are forming alliegances and battling grown-ups in order
to survive. But who is a friend and who is an enemy?
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Beginner's Guide to Curses
The phenomenally successful Jack Higgins teams up with Justin Richards to launch
a sure fire best seller for children.

The Enemy
As the sun blazes over the Caribbean island of Lagrimas Negras, its bloodthirsty
ruler is watching and waiting. Criminals come here to hide, with blood on their
hands and escape on their minds. On the mainland, in the quiet town of Tres
Hermanas, ex-flying ace Jack Stone leaves his son and daughter in the company of
James Bond. But a gang of thieves lies in ambush - they want Stone's precious
safe, and will kill for its contents. James embarks on a deadly chase through the
Mexican jungle. On this terrifying trail of greed and betrayal, only danger is
guaranteed . . . Survival is not.

The Hunted
With his every move being watched, James Bond is forced to flee from Eton to
Austria with a beautiful and dangerous girl by his side. Soon he is trapped in a
deadly war of secrets and lies, as a nightmare reunion with a bitter enemy plunges
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him once more into the face of death.

SilverFin: The Graphic Novel
James Bond’s every move is being watched. He alone holds the clue to a sinister
plot that will bring bloodshed and carnage to his school…and his country. Forced to
flee from Eton to Austria, James must leave behind everything he knows, with only
a beautiful - and dangerous - girl by his side. Soon he is trapped in a deadly war of
secrets and lies, as a nightmare reunion with a bitter enemy throws him once more
into the path of death. With nowhere to run and no one to trust, James will have to
uncover the truth behind an evil plot before all is lost.

Danger Society
The disease only affects people sixteen or older. It starts with the symptoms of a
cold. Then the skin begins to itch, and spots appear--spots that soon turn into pusfilled boils. But the worst part is the headache, the inner voices that tell you that
you need to eat them . . . the young ones. When the Disaster strikes, the world
turns upside down for Ed, Jack, Bam and the other students at Rowhurst School.
The parents and older siblings they left back at home are dead--or worse. Once the
teachers go on the attack, the kids know it's time to escape and make their way to
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the city. It's got to be better in London . . . or will it be worse?

SilverFin: The Graphic Novel (A James Bond Adventure)
BEFORE THE MAN BECAME THE LEGEND.BEFORE THE BOY BECAME THE MAN.James
is back in Steve Cole's fourth and final blistering Young Bond adventure . . . James
is on home soil when he receives a package with a message from beyond the
grave. The package?s mysterious contents put James at the heart of a long-running
plot that, if it runs its course, will paint London?s streets red with blood. Not only
will James have to fight to stay alive and save the country he loves, but to clear the
Bond family name, which he holds so dear. The stakes couldn?t be higher, and
James doesn?t know who he can trust . . . Books in the series-1. SHOOT TO KILL2.
HEADS YOU DIE3. STRIKE LIGHTNING4. RED NEMESIS

Blood Fever
In the wake of a devastating disease, everyone sixteen and older is either dead or
a decomposing, brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens have
barricaded themselves in buildings throughout London and venture outside only
when they need to scavenge for food. The group of kids living a Waitrose
supermarket is beginning to run out of options. When a mysterious traveler arrives
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and offers them safe haven at Buckingham Palace, they begin a harrowing journey
across London. But their fight is far from over???the threat from within the palace
is as real as the one outside it. Full of unexpected twists and quick-thinking heroes,
The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale of survival in the face of
unimaginable horror.

Brokenclaw
It seemed straightforward enough. Sean had now consumed so much alcohol that
everything seemed perfectly reasonable. He'd started planning the job already.
The first problem was how to do it. Thirteen thousand pounds in an envelope
seems a fair price for a man's life. Particularly if you don't know the man, he seems
a nonentity, and you quite fancy his wife. And there's no chance of being caught.
Sean is a drifter, working as a building labourer and waiting for something to
happen. When Sean is offered easy money to tail someone and even more easy
money to dispose of him, it's all more tempting than you might think. Except when
you realize that you've been led up the garden path the whole way KING OF THE
ANTS is dark, disturbing and violently comic. In the tradition of both Joe Orton and
Iain Banks, Charlie Higson pinpoints the casual vagaries of evil and its attendant
powers. Unnerving, horribly accurate and wickedly enjoyable, it remains Higson's
finest book.
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